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This paper is concerned with several topics in the harmonic analysis of discrete
nilpotent groups. We study two topologies on the primitive ideal space and the
space of characters, the separation of points in the former with the hull-kernel
topology, a weak Frobenius reciprocity property and a Bochner theorem for traces
on complete nilpotent groups.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
There are various candidates for the dual object of a nonabelian locally
compact group G. The term dual is usually reserved for the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G with the
appropriate topology. However, this is only tractable when G is a type I
group. In this paper we are interested only in discrete groups. In this
context, Thoma’s theorem [38] shows that G is type I if and only if G
has an abelian subgroup of finite index. An alternative dual is the space
Prim(C*(G)) of primitive ideals of the group C*-algebra with the hull-
kernel topology. Another is the set of all characters Ch(G): extremal, nor-
malized, central, positive definite functions on G. The GelfandNaimark
Segal construction assigns to every character . of G a factor representation
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?. , that extends to a representation of C*(G), for which we use the same
notation. When G is countable or nilpotent, the kernel ker ?. of this
representation is a primitive ideal of C*(G). In the second case every
primitive ideal of C*(G) arises in this way (see [7]). Thus for any nil-
potent discrete group we have a surjective map 8 : Ch(G)  Prim(C*(G)),
.  ker ?. .
The first serious study of the characters and primitive ideals of discrete
nilpotent groups was made by Howe [20]. This paper, as well as [21] and
[22], has been a source of inspiration to several authors. In [20] it was
shown, in particular, that for elementary exponentiable, finitely generated
torsion-free nilpotent groups the map 8 is injective. This result was
extended by Kaniuth [24] to arbitrary finitely generated nilpotent groups
(in fact, finite extensions of them) and then further by Carey and Moran
[7] to the case when the quotient GGf of G by its finite conjugacy class
subgroup is of finite rank (that is, every quotient in a central series is of
finite rank). In fact, it is conjectured in [7] that 8 is injective for all
(countable) nilpotent groups. This appears to be a very difficult problem.
For an amenable discrete group G, the hull-kernel topology is not
Hausdorff whenever G{Gf though for nilpotent groups it is always T1
[34] (more generally, it is T1 for so-called FC-hypercentral groups [12]).
It is therefore of interest to identify the separated points of Prim(C*(G)).
In Theorem 1.5 we prove, for an arbitrary nilpotent discrete G, that these
are precisely those primitive ideals which arise from characters vanishing
outside Gf .
Apart from the finitely generated groups a particularly important class of
nilpotent groups are those for which the characters are absolutely idempo-
tent: |.| 2=|.| for all . # Ch(G). We shall refer to such groups as AIC
groups. This class includes all divisible groups [7] and all 2-step nilpotent
groups. For any AIC group the map 8 is injective [7, Proposition 5.1].
One of our principal aims in this paper is to show that 8 is a homeo-
morphism for G an AIC group in two situations. In the first, Prim(C*(G))
has the hull-kernel topology and Ch(G) the facial topology (Theorem 3.3).
To clarify this, note that Tr(G), the set of normalized traces, is a simplex
and Ch(G) its set of extreme points. Accordingly we may endow Ch(G)
with the topology whose closed sets are the intersections with Ch(G) of the
closed faces of Tr(G). This is the facial topology of Effros [13]. In the
second situation we impose the pointwise topology on Ch(G) and the strong
topology of Fell on Prim(C*(G)) (Theorem 3.7). The latter topology
is Hausdorff and stronger than the hull-kernel topology. Analogous
results for finitely generated nilpotent groups have been obtained in [25]
and [3].
Remarkably, for an absolutely idempotent character . of an FC-hyper-
central discrete group G, . vanishes outside Gf exactly when ?. satisfies Fell’s
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weak Frobenius property (FP2) (Theorem 4.2). Thus, for nilpotent G, these
conditions are equivalent to I. being a separated point of Prim(C*(G)).
In Section 5 we confine ourselves to complete nilpotent groups. Recall
that a nilpotent group G is complete if the equation xn=a has a unique
solution for each a # G and n # N and that a divisible nilpotent group is
complete if and only if it is torsion-free. In [8] a Kirillov theory is given
for such groups which describes characters, and so primitive ideals, in
terms of the dual group g^ of the Lie algebra g of G. Here we prove a
Bochner theorem (Theorem 5.4) which characterizes, via the exponential
map, the traces of G as the FourierStieltjes transforms of Ad*(G)-
invariant probability measures on g^.
Finally, since several authors have recently given Plancherel formulae for
special classes of nilpotent discrete groups [8, 9, 32], in Section 6 we add
some comments which show that all these particular results can be derived
from Thoma’s general Plancherel formula for arbitrary discrete groups [39].
NOTATION
We briefly introduce some notation that will be used throughout the
paper. For a group G, Z(G)=Z1(G)Z2(G) } } } will denote the
ascending central series of G and Gf=G1 fG2 f } } } the FC-series of G.
Thus Gf is the normal subgroup of G consisting of all elements with finite
conjugacy class in G, and Gnf is inductively defined by the property that
GnfG(n+1) f and G(n+1) f Gnf=(GGnf)f . If G is a nilpotent group which
is either torsion-free or divisible then the ascending central series and the
FC-series coincide. As general references to the theory of nilpotent groups
we mention [5, 35, 40].
If A and B are subsets of a group G, we write (A) for the subgroup
of G generated by A and [A, B] for the set of all commutators [a, b]=
aba&1b&1, a # A, b # B.
A trace on a group G is a positive definite function . : G  C which is
central in the sense that .(xy)=.( yx) for all x, y # G and normalized
(.(e)=1). The set Tr(G) of all traces on G constitutes a compact convex
set in the topology of pointwise convergence. Let N be a normal subgroup
of G, and observe that G acts on N and hence on Tr(N) by conjugation.
Write TrG(N) for the G-invariant traces on N and ChG(N) for the extreme
points of TrG(N). Every character of G restricts to an element of ChG(N),
and every element of ChG(N) arises in this manner. We shall apply
Choquet decomposition theory (see [1]) several times to the simplices
Tr(G) and TrG(N).
For a positive definite function . of G, ?. will denote the cyclic represen-
tation of G and of C*(G) arising from the GelfandNaimarkSegal
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construction, and we set I.=ker ?. , the C*-kernel of ?. . For a subgroup
H of G and a positive definite function . of H, define the trivial extension
.~ of . on G by .~ (x)=.(x) for x # H and .~ (x)=0 for x # G"H. It is well
known that ?.~ is equivalent to the induced representation indGH ?. [6].
1. SEPARATED POINTS OF Prim(C*(G))
In this section we are going to determine, for an arbitrary discrete nil-
potent group G, those characters . for which the associated primitive ideal
I.=ker ?. is a separated point of Prim(C*(G)).
We remind the reader that if X is any topological space, then x # X is
called a separated point if x can be separated by open sets from every y # X
that is not in the closure of x. Dixmier [10, Proposition 1] proved that,
for a separable C*-algebra A, the set of separated points of the primitive
ideal space Prim(A) of A, is a dense G$-subset. In fact he showed that its
interior is dense provided that A is CCR and Prim(A) is compact [10,
Lemme 2]. On the other hand in the non-separable case it may well happen,
even for CCR C*-algebras, that the set of separated points is empty [10,
Proposition 4].
Turning to C*-algebras of discrete groups, we mention that is has very
recently been shown in [3, Theorem 2.2] that for G a finitely generated
nilpotent group either the set of separated points of Prim(C*(G)) has
empty interior or Prim(C*(G)) is Hausdorff (equivalently, the centre of G
has finite index in G).
Now let G be an arbitrary nilpotent discrete group. To achieve our goal
of characterizing the separated points of Prim(C*(G)) in terms of the
characters, we shall have to employ results from [7] (in fact, obvious
extensions of them) and from [24] and [27]. Moreover, a method of
reducing to the case of countable groups is required. We start with the
latter.
Lemma 1.1. Let G be a group and M a countable subset of G. Then M
is contained in some countable subgroup H of G with the following properties.
(i) Hjf=H & Gjf for all j # N.
(ii) For each x # H, the conjugacy classes of x in H and in G agree.
Proof. To every x # G we associate a countable subset Mx of G as
follows. Firstly, for x # Gf , take a coset representative system Mx for the
centralizer of x in G. Next, for x # G( j+2) f"G ( j+1) f , choose a countable sub-
set Mx of G such that the subset [yxy&1Gjf : y # Mx] of GGjf is infinite, but
[yxy&1G( j+1) f : y # Mx]GG( j+1) f
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equals the finite conjugacy class of xG( j+1) f # G( j+2) f"G( j+1) f in GG( j+1) f .
Thirdly, for x  j=1 Gjf , we can find a countable subset Mx of G such that
[yxy&1Gjf : y # Mx]GGjf is infinite for every j.
Now we define inductively subgroups Lk , k=0, 1, ... of G by
L0= .x # M (Mx _ [x]) and Lk+1= .x # Lk \Mx . [x]+.
Let H=k=0 Lk. We claim that H has properties (i) and (ii).
Let x # Lk and suppose that x  Gf . Then MxLk+1H and the set
[yxy&1 : y # Mx] is infinite, so that x  Hf . This proves (i) for j=1. Also,
if x # HfGf , then by the choice of Mx the G-conjugacy class of x equals
the set of all yxy&1, y # MxH. Hence (ii) holds. We now proceed by
induction.
Suppose that H( j&1) f=H & G( j&1) f has been verified for some j2. Let
x # Lk and assume that x  Gjf . Then the set of all yxy&1, y # Mx , is infinite
modulo G( j&1) f and therefore, since MxLk+1H, the H-conjugacy
class of x is infinite modulo G( j&1) f and hence modulo H ( j&1) f because
H( j&1) fG( j&1) f . This shows that Hjf Gjf . On the other hand,
Gjf & HHjf . Indeed, fix x # (Gjf & H)"G( j&1) f . Then, by the choice of
Mx , for every u # H there exist y # MxH and v # G( j& f ) f such that
uxu&1=yxy&1v. It follows that v # H & G( j&1) f=H( j&1) f , and hence
x # Hjf . K
Lemma 1.2. Let G be a nilpotent group and suppose that . is a trace on
G that vanishes on G2 f"Gf . Then . vanishes outside Gf .
Proof. Let H denote the set of all countable subgroups H of G satis-
fying Hf=H & Gf and H2 f=H & G2 f . By Lemma 1.1,  [H : H # H]=G.
Then, for each H # H, . | H vanishes on H2 f"Hf . Since H is countable an
application of [24, Lemma 1] shows that . vanishes on H"Hf . Hence .
vanishes on
. [H"Hf : H # H]=G"Gf ,
as required. K
We need the following slight extension of Theorem 4.4 of [7].
Theorem 1.3 ([7, Theorem 4.4]). Let G be a nilpotent discrete group
and let . be a character of G such that . | Gf is faithful. Then .(x)=0 for
every x # G such that [x, G]Gf .
Proof. The statement extends the one of Theorem 4.4 of [7] in that,
firstly, G is not assumed to be countable, and secondly, . is only supposed
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to be faithful on Gf rather than on all of G. A close inspection of the proof
of [7, Theorem 4.4] shows that it indeed only requires . | Gf to be faithful.
Thus it remains to drop the countability assumption.
To achieve this let x # G such that [x, G]Gf . By Lemma 1.1 there
exists a countable subgroup H of G with the following properties: x # H,
Hf=H & Gf and for each y # Hf the G-conjugacy class of y coincides with
the H-conjugacy class of y. The latter fact implies that . | Hf # ChH(Hf).
Let . | H=Tr(H)  d+() be the Choquet decomposition of . | H # Tr(H)
[1]. Since H is countable and . | Hf # ChH(Hf), +-almost all  are
characters extending . | Hf . Since [x, H]H & Gf=Hf and H is count-
able, we conclude that (x)=0 for +-almost all . This proves that
.(x)=0. K
Next, by very much the same arguments as those which led in [7] from
Theorem 4.4 to Theorem 5.2, we deduce from Theorem 1.3 the following
result.
Theorem 1.4 ([7, Theorem 5.2]). Let G be a nilpotent discrete group.
If . and  are characters of G satisfying I.=I , then . | G2 f= | G2 f .
In passing we mention the notion of primality of ideals in C*-algebras
and how this is related to separation of points in primitive ideal spaces.
A closed ideal I of a C*-algebra A is said to be primal if whenever
J1 , ..., Jn (n2) are closed ideals of A such that J1J2 } } } Jn=[0] then JiI
for at least one value of i. Of course, primitive ideals are primal. Every
primal ideal contains a minimal primal ideal and, by [2, Proposition 4.5],
P # Prim(A) is a separated point of Prim(A) if and only if P is minimal
primal.
Now we are ready to characterize those characters of G which determine
separated points of Prim(C*(G)).
Theorem 1.5. Let G be an arbitrary discrete nilpotent group and
. # Ch(G). Then I. is a separated point of Prim(C*(G)) if and only if .
vanishes outside Gf .
Proof. Suppose first that I. is a separated point. Then I. is minimal
primal and hence I.=I. | Gft by [27, Theorem 3.6]. By the amenability of
G we have
I=ker ? $ker(ind GGf (? | Gf))=ker(ind
G
Gf ? | Gf)=ker ? | Gf
t
for each  # Tr(G) (see [17, Theorem 5.1]). Since Prim(C*(G)) is T1 it
follows that I=I. for every  # Ch(G) extending . | Gf . Theorem 1.4
yields that  | G2 f=. | G2 f for every such , and this in turn implies that
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. vanishes on G2f"Gf . It then follows from Lemma 1.2 that . vanishes on
G"Gf .
Conversely, suppose that .=0 on G"Gf . Then I.=I. | Gft is a mini-
mal primal ideal [27, Theorem 3.6] and hence a separated point of
Prim(C*(G)). K
It is interesting to note that the set of separated points of the primi-
tive ideal space of a nilpotent group can be empty. Indeed, in [18] an
example is given of an uncountable 2-step nilpotent group G for which
Ch(G) & Ch
t
G(Gf)=< and hence Prim(C*(G)) has no separated points.
We conclude this section by giving, in a special situation, a group
theoretical condition for a character . to vanish outside Gf .
Lemma 1.6. Let G be a nilpotent group such that Gf=Z(G) and
G2 f=Z2(G). Let / be a character of Z(G) and suppose that for every
x # Z2(G)"Z(G), [x, G] is not contained in the kernel of /. Then /~ # Ch(G).
Proof. Choose a character . of G extending /. Then .(x)=0 for every
x # Z2(G)"Z(G) by the following standard argument. By hypothesis there
exists y # G such that /([x, y]){1. Since
.(x)=.([ y, x] } x)=.([ y, x]) .(x)=/([ y, x]) .(x),
we get .(x)=0. Now, let H be the same set of countable subgroups H of
G as in the proof of Lemma 1.2. It follows that . | H2 f"Hf=0 and hence
. | H"Hf=0 for every H # H. This implies that . | (G"Gf)=0. K
Corollary 1.7. Let G be a nilpotent group such that Gf=Z(G) and
G2 f=Z2(G), and let / be a character of Z(G). Then /~ is a separated point
of Prim(C*(G)) if and only if for every x # Z2(G)"Z(G), [x, G] is not con-
tained in the kernel of /.
Proof. By Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 1.6 the condition is sufficient to
ensure that I/~ is a separated point. Conversely, let K be the kernel of / and
suppose that [x, G]K for some x # Z2(G)"Z(G). Then xK # Z(GK) and
/ extends to some . # Ch(GK). Since . | Z(GK){/~ | Z(GK), it follows
that I. properly contains I/~ . Hence I/~ fails to be a primitive ideal. K
2. NILPOTENT DISCRETE GROUPS WITH
ABSOLUTELY IDEMPOTENT CHARACTERS
In this entire section, we continue to denote by G a discrete group. For
a trace . on G let
K(.)=[x # G : .(x)=1] and Z(.)=[x # G : [x, G]K(.)],
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so that Z(.)K(.) equals the centre of GK(.). Of course, if . is a charac-
ter, then |.(x)|=1 for all x # Z(.). Conversely, suppose that |.(x)|=1.
Since . is positive definite and normalized, we have
|.(s&1t)&.(s) .(t)| 2(1&|.(s)| 2)(1&|.(t)| 2)
for all s, t # G [19, Theorem 32.4(v)]. Taking t=x and for s any conjugate
of x, we see that . | [x, G]#1, whence [x, G]K(.). In the following
sections we shall mainly be concerned with the class of nilpotent groups G
with the property that every . # Ch(G) vanishes outside Z(.). This class of
groups seems to be quite important since it contains all divisible nilpotent
groups [7, Theorem 4.2] and also all 2-step nilpotent groups. On the other
hand, as the reader might expect, it does not include 3-step nilpotent
groups in general. Probably the simplest finite counterexample is provided
by the generalized quaternion group of order 16 which is generated by two
elements a, b subject to the relations a8=e, b2=a4 and bab&1=a&1. The
details are left to the reader.
As we have seen above, for a character . of a discrete group G, the con-
dition that . vanishes on G"Z(.) is equivalent to that |.| 2=|.| . We shall
refer to a group G such that |.| 2=|.| for all . # Ch(G) as a group with
absolutely idempotent characters (or AIC group, for short). In this section
we are going to give a group theoretical characterization of nilpotent AIC
groups. In passing, however, we mention that Skudlarek [36] has found
examples of discrete groups admitting only two characters, the regular
character and the trivial character. In particular, such groups are AIC
groups with trivial centre.
In the sequel we will denote by xG the conjugacy class of x in G. The
following lemma already indicates the nature of the group theoretical
characterization alluded to above. For MG, let |M| denote the car-
dinality of M and /M the characteristic function of M.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that |.| 2=|.| for all . # ChG(Gf). Then, for every
x # Gf , H=(xG)&1xG is a subgroup of G and xG=xH.
Proof. Let f =|xG|&1/xG , a positive central function of norm one in
l 1(G). For each . # ChG(Gf),
f (.)= :
y # G
f ( y) .( y)=.(x),
and hence
( f* V f )7 (.)=|.(x)| 2=|.(x)|.
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Since ChG(Gf) is the Gelfand space of the centre of l 1(G) [30], we con-
clude that f* V f is a central self-adjoint idempotent of norm one in l 1(G).
It follows that (xG)&1xG, which is the support of f* V f , is a normal sub-
group of G and f* V f is the normalized Haar measure of (xG)&1xG. Thus
|(xG)&1xG|&1=( f* V f )(e)= :
s # G
| f (s)| 2=|xG| &1,
and hence x&1xG=(xG)&1xG since both sets have the same number of
elements. K
Let us call a group A flat if for every a # Af , the conjugacy class of a is
a coset of some subgroup of A. The preceding lemma shows that if G is an
AIC group, then every quotient group of G is flat. We are going to prove
that the converse holds at least for nilpotent groups.
Lemma 2.2. Let x # Gf and suppose that xG=xH for some subgroup H
of G. If . # ChG(Gf) is such that . | H1, then .(x)=0.
Proof. H is normal in G since H = H&1H = (x&1xG)&1 x&1xG =
(xG)&1 xG. Since xG=xH, we have .(xh)=.(x) for all h # H and hence
.(x)=|H|&1 :
h # H
.(xh)=|H|&1 :
h # H
(?.(h)!, ?.(x&1)!)
for some cyclic vector !. Now, since . | H1 and . | H # ChG(H), ?. | H
does not contain the trivial representation of H. The orthogonality
relations now imply that .(x)=0. K
The arguments employed in the proof of the next lemma are standard
(see [20, 24, 7]).
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a nilpotent group and let . be a character of G
such that . | Z(G) is faithful and . vanishes on Gf"Z(G). Then . vanishes
outside of Z(G).
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 it suffices to show that .(x)=0 for every
x # G2 f"Gf . Fix such an x and suppose first that, for some y # G,
[ y, x] # Z(G) and [ y, x]{e.
Since . is a character and . | Z(G) is faithful, we conclude that .(x)=0
(compare the proof of Lemma 1.6).
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The remaining case is that, for each y # G, either [ y, x]=e or
[ y, x]  Z(G). Since x # G2 f"Gf , there exists a # G such xG & aGf is infinite.
Hence there are yj # G, j # N, such that yj xy&1j =azj for some zj # Gf and
yj xy &1j { yk xy
&1
k for j{k.
Now, for each N # N, let
fN=
1
N
:
N
j=1
$yj xyj&1 .
Because . is a trace it follows that
|.(x)| 2=|( fN , .) | 2( f *N V fN , .)
=
1
N2
:
N
j, k=1
.((yk xy&1k )
&1 (yj xy&1j ))=
1
N2
:
N
j, k=1
.(z&1k zj).
By construction, z&1k zj  Z(G) for k{ j. Indeed,
e{z &1k zj=( ykxy
&1
k )
&1 ( yj xyj &1)= yk[x&1, y&1k yj] y
&1
k ,
so that [x&1, y&1k yj]{e and hence [x
&1, y &1k yj]  Z(G). Since, by
hypothesis, . vanishes on Gf"Z(G), we conclude that
|.(x)| 2
1
N2
:
N
j=1
.(e)=
1
N
.
As N was arbitrary, .(x)=0. K
Theorem 2.4. For a nilpotent group G the following conditions are
equivalent.
(i) |.| 2=|.| for all . # Ch(G).
(ii) For every normal subgroup N of G, the quotient group GN is flat.
Proof. We have only to prove that (ii) implies (i). For that, fix
. # Ch(G). To show that . vanishes outside of Z(.), we can assume that
. is faithful since GK(.) is flat. Since G is nilpotent, by Lemma 2.3 it is
enough to verify that .(x)=0 for every x # Gf"Z(G). Now, by assump-
tion, xG=xH for some subgroup H of G and H{[e]. . being faithful we
have . | H#% 1 and hence Lemma 2.2 yields that .(x)=0. K
Notice that the proof of (ii) O (i) in Theorem 2.4 only required that all
the quotient groups of the form GK(.), . # Ch(G), are flat. Even so, proof
of the condition for a group to be an AIC group, is in general difficult. The
next lemma shows that, in the residually finite case (and this includes all
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finitely generated nilpotent groups [5, Corollary 1.21]), it is enough to
check the condition for finite quotient groups.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that N is a system of normal subgroups of G which
is closed under forming finite intersections and satisfies  [N # N]=[e]. If
GN is flat for all N # N, then so is G.
Proof. Given x # Gf , by hypothesis there exists N # N such that the
quotient map q : G  GN is injective on the finite set (xG)&1 xG. As GN is
flat, we have
xGN=q&1((xN)GN)=q&1(xN } ((xN)GN))&1 (xN)GN)=x(xG)&1 xGN.
Since q is injective on the set x(xG)&1 xG which contains xG, it follows that
xG=x(xG)&1 xG. This equation shows that (xG)&1xG is a subgroup of G.
Since this holds for all x # Gf , G is flat. K
3. TOPOLOGIES ON Prim(C*(G))
Let A be a C*-algebra and let Id(A) denote the set of all closed ideals
of A. There are two interesting topologies on Id(A), the strong topology {s
and the weak topology {w . The strong topology has been introduced by Fell
[15, Sect. II] and makes Id(A) a compact Hausdorff space in which a net
(I:) converges to I if and only if &a+I:&  &a+I& for all a # A. A base for
the weak topology is given by the sets of the form
U(F )=[I # Id(A) : J3 I for all J # F],
where F is a finite subset of Id(A) (see [2] and the references therein). {w
restricts to the hull-kernel topology on Prim(A).
The main purpose of this section is to describe, for nilpotent discrete
groups G with absolutely idempotent characters, the hull-kernel and the
strong topologies on Prim(C*(G)) in terms of topologies on Ch(G).
To start with, recall that Tr(G) is a simplex and hence Ch(G), the set of
extreme points of Tr(G), can be endowed with the facial topology which
has been introduced by Effros (see [1, Sect. II.6] and [13]). The closed
subsets of Ch(G) for this topology are the sets of the form F & Ch(G),
where F is a closed face in Tr(G).
Lemma 3.1. Let G be any nilpotent discrete group. Then the mapping
8 : Ch(G)  Prim(C*(G)), .  I.
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is continuous for the the hull-kernel topology on Prim(C*(G)) and the facial
topology on Ch(G).
Proof. Let E be a closed subset of Prim(C*(G)). We have to show that
8&1(E)=F & Ch(G) for some closed face F of Tr(G). Let F=co(8&1(E)),
the pointwise closure of the convex hull of 8&1(E). Note that if  # F and
1 # Tr(G) such that 1c for some c>0, then 1 # F. Indeed, denoting
by +| the boundary measure on Tr(G) decomposing a trace |, we have
supp +1supp + exF8
&1(E),
whence 1 is a limit of convex combinations of elements in 8&1(E). It
follows that F is a closed face in Tr(G) and that exF=F & Ch(G). Since
8&1(E)exF8&1(E) it remains to verify that 8&1(E) is pointwise
closed in Ch(G). However, this is clear since pointwise convergence of
traces implies convergence in the weak topology of the associated ideals of
C*(G). K
Lemma 3.2. Let (.:) be a net in Ch(G) such that |.: | 2=|.: | for all :,
and suppose that .:  . pointwise for some . # Tr(G). Then |.| 2=|.| and
L(.)=.
: \ ,;: Z(.;)+ .
Proof. It is clear that |.(x)|=1 or .(x)=0 for each x # G, and if
|.(x)|=1, then .:(x){0 for ::x , so that x # ::x Z(.:), and vice
versa. K
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that G is a nilpotent discrete group with absolutely
idempotent characters. Then the bijection
8 : Ch(G)  Prim(C*(G)), .  I.
is a homeomorphism for the facial topology on Ch(G) and the hull-kernel
topology on Prim(C*(G)).
Proof. According to Lemma 3.1 we only have to show that 8 is closed.
To that end, let F be a closed face in Tr(G) and let (.:) be a net in
F & Ch(G) such that I.:  I. in Prim(C*(G)) for some . # Ch(G). We have
to prove that . # F.
Since Tr(G) is compact for the topology of pointwise convergence, we
can assume that .:   pointwise for some  # Tr(G). Then
L()=.
: \ ,;: Z(.;)+
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(Lemma 3.2). We claim that . | L()= | L(). Fix x # L() and let H
denote the subgroup generated by x. By assumption and continuity of
restriction [15],
I.: | H=I.: & C*(H)  I. & C*(H)=I. | H
in the weak topology on Id(C*(H)). However, x # Z(.:) for a:x and
hence I.: | H is an ideal of codimension one in C*(H) for ::x . Therefore
the hull-kernel convergence implies pointwise convergence of .: | H to
. | H. This proves .(x)=(x).
Now, since G is nilpotent, every character of G extending  | L() #
ChG(L()) occurs in the Choquet decomposition of the trivial extension of
 | L() to G, which equals . This can be verified by induction along the
ascending central series of GL() as follows. Define normal subgroups Nj ,
0 jm, of G by
L()=N0N1 } } } Nm=G and NjNj&1=Z(GNj&1).
Let rj : TrG(Nj)  TrG(Nj&1) denote the restriction map and +j the bound-
ary measure on TrG(Nj) decomposing  | Nj . Then +j&1 is the image of +j
under rj . Suppose we already know that
supp +j&1=[; # ChG(Nj&1): ; | N0= | N0].
Fix # # ChG(Nj) such that # | N0= | N0 . Then, by hypothesis, # | N j&1 #
supp +j&1 and hence, since supp +j&1=rj (supp +j), there exists $ # supp +j
such that $ | Nj&1=# | Nj&1. Now, NjNj&1 being central in GNj&1 , by
the basic lemma of [34] (see also [7, Lemma 2.2]), there exists
/ # (Nj Nj&1)7 so that #=/$. We also have / ChG(Nj)=ChG(Nj). Since
| : d+j (:)==( | N0) t=/=| (/:) d+j (:),
it follows that supp +j=/ supp +j . This shows #=/$ # supp +j , as required.
Thus we have seen that . # supp + , and hence there exist a net (|;) in
Tr(G) and c;>0 such |;  . and |;c; for some c;>0 [38, Lemma 7].
F being a closed face containing , it follows that |; # F and hence . # F, as
required. K
We are now going to determine the strong closure Prim(C*(G)) &{s of
Prim(C*(G)) in Id(C*(G)) and the strong topology on Prim(C*(G)) &{s
in terms of traces of G (Theorem 3.7 below). The analogous result for
finitely generated nilpotent groups has recently been established in [3],
whereas the analogue of Theorem 3.3 for such groups can be found in [25,
Theorem 2].
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Lemma 3.4. Let .,  # Tr(G) be such that |.| 2=|.| and || 2=||. If
I.=I , then .=.
Proof. Since I. | L(.)=I | L(.) and I. | L(.) has codimension one in
C*(L(.)), it follows that . | L(.)= | L(.). In particular, L(.)L().
Similarly, we obtain . | L()= | L() and L()L(.). K
In what follows we denote by Ch(G) the closure of Ch(G) in Tr(G) with
respect to the topology of pointwise convergence and, if not otherwise
stated, suppose that G is a nilpotent group with absolutely idempotent
characters.
Lemma 3.5. Let (.:) be a net in Ch(G) such that
(i) .:  . pointwise for some . # Tr(G),
(ii) I.:  J in the strong topology for some J # Id(C*(G)).
Then J=I. .
Proof. It follows from (i) that I.:  I. in the weak topology. Hence
JI. by [4, Lemma 1.2].
To prove that conversely I. J, let Z=Z(.) and notice first that since
.=. | Z
t
, I. is the closed ideal of C*(G) generated by I. & C*(Z)=I. | Z .
In order to show that I. J it is therefore enough to verify that I. | ZJ.
To that end, let H denote the set of all finitely generated subgroups H
of Z. Then C*(Z)=H # HC*(H). Now, if A is an arbitrary C*-algebra
and (A@) an upwards directed system of C*-subalgebras A@ such that @ A@
is dense in A, then for any closed ideal I of A,
I=.
@
(I & A@)
(compare [37, Lemma I.2.1]). Thus
I. | Z= .
H # H
(I. | Z & C*(H))= .
H # H
I. | H .
Fix H # H. Then, since H is finitely generated, there exists an index :H
such that HZ(.:) for all ::H . Since .: | H  . | H pointwise and, for
::H , all these restrictions are multiplicative characters, we get that
&a+I.: | H&  &a+I. | H &
for all a # C*(H). Now (C*(H) + I )I = C*(H)(C*(H) & I ) for each I #
Id(C*(G)). Hence
&a+I | H&=&a+(I & C*(H))&=&a+I&
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for every a # C*(H) and  # Tr(G). Thus
&a+I.:&  &a+I.&
for a # C*(H). On the other hand,
&a+I.:&  &a+J&.
It follows that I. & C*(H)=J & C*(H) for every H # H and therefore
I. | ZJ, as required. K
Corollary 3.6. Given J # Prim(C*(G)) &{s, there exists . # Ch(G) such
that J=I. .
Proof. Let (.:) be a net in Ch(G) such that I.:  J in the strong topol-
ogy. Since Ch(G) is compact, after passing to a subsequence if necessary,
we can assume that .:  . for some . # Ch(G). Lemma 3.5 now yields
that J=I. . K
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.7. Let G be a nilpotent discrete group with absolutely idem-
potent characters. Then the mapping .  I. defines a bijection
9 : Ch(G)  Prim(C*(G))&{s.
9 is a homeomorphism for the topology of pointwise convergence on Ch(G)
and the strong topology on Prim(C*(G))&{s.
Proof.By Lemma 3.5, I. belongs to Prim(C*(G)) &{s for every . # Ch(G).
The mapping 9 : .  I. , Ch(G)  Prim(C*(G)) &{s is injective by
Lemma 3.4 and surjective by Corollary 3.6.
Let E be a closed subset of Prim(C*(G)) &{s and . # 9&1(E). Choose a
net (.:)9&1(E) such that .:  .. Since (Id(C*(G)), {s) is compact we
can assume that I.: is {s-convergent to J for some ideal J. It follows from
Lemma 3.5 that I.=J # E =E, so that . # 9 &1(E). This shows that 9 is
continuous and hence a homeomorphism because Ch(G) is compact and
Prim(C*(G))&{s is a Hausdorff space. K
4. A TOPOLOGICAL FROBENIUS PROPERTY
Let G be a compact group and H a closed subgroup of G, and let ?
and \ be irreducible unitary representations of G and H, respectively. Then,
by the classical Frobenius reciprocity theorem, ? is contained in the
induced representation indGH \ if and only if ? | H contains \. The appropriate
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analogous property for general locally compact groups is obtained by
replacing containment of representations by weak containment. This so-
called topological (or weak) Frobenius reciprocity property was introduced
and first studied by Fell [16] and later by several other authors (see [26]
and the references therein).
We remind the reader that if S and T are sets of unitary representations
of G, then S is weakly contained in T (SOT ) if
, [ker _ : _ # S], [ker { : { # T].
S and T are weakly equivalent (StT ) if SOT and SoT. The support of
a representation ?, supp ?, is the set of all \ # G such that \O?. We shall
frequently use in the sequel that if G is amenable, then ?O ind GH(? | H) for
every representation ? of G and closed subgroup H of G [17, Theorem 5.1].
We say that a representation ? of G has the topological Frobenius
property (FP2) if, for every subgroup H of G and irreducible representation
\ of H, the condition that ?O indGH \ implies that ? | Ho\. It turned out
that (FP2) to hold for ? imposes strong conditions on ?, whereas the
reverse weak containment implication (which is usually denoted (FP1)) is
less restrictive.
Recall that a group G is called FC-hypercentral if G is the limit of the
ascending FC-series (G:) defined by G0=[e], G:=;<: G; if : is a limit
ordinal number, and G:G;=(GG;)f if :=;+1. Note that a finitely
generated group is FC-hypercentral if and only if it is a finite extension of
a nilpotent group. In this section we investigate the question of when, for
an FC-hypercentral discrete group G and an absolutely idempotent trace
function . of G, the representation ?. satisfies (FP2). Since, by definition,
every AIC group is nilpotent, the result in particular applies to characters
of AIC groups. Previously, it was not even known for 2-step nilpotent
groups.
In passing we note that any FC-hypercentral discrete group is amenable
and has a T1 primitive ideal space and that, conversely, every countable
amenable group with T1 primitive ideal space is known to be FC-hypercen-
tral (see [12]). As a general reference to amenability we mention [31].
Lemma 4.1. Let G be an FC-hypercentral discrete group and let H be a
subgroup of G such that H & Gf=[e]. Then for every representation \ of H,
indGH \tG .
Proof. We first suppose that, in addition, G is countable. Let 1 denote
the set of all # # ChG(Gf) such that .~ # Ch(G). Since G is countable, 1 is
dense in ChG(Gf) for the topology of pointwise convergence (see [38,
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Section 1]). This implies that the set of all representations ?#~ , # # 1, is
weakly equivalent to the left regular representation. Hence
, [ker ?#~ : # # 1]=[0],
since G is amenable. It therefore suffices to show that ?#~ O indGH \ for each
# # 1. Now, using amenability again, by [16, Theorem 5.3]
(indGH \) | Gfo ind
Gf
H & Gf
(\ | H & Gf)tG f ,
since H & Gf=[e]. Thus, given # # 1, there exists a sequence (?n) in the
support of indGH \ such that
ker ?n & C*(Gf)  ker ?#
in the weak topology on Id(C*(Gf)). Since G is compact, after passing to
a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that ?n  _ for some _ # G .
Now, for any { # G , there is a unique #{ # ChG(Gf) such that { | Gft?#{ ,
and the mapping
Prim(C*(G))  ChG(Gf), ker {  #{
is continuous [23, Section 2]. It follows that #=#_ and hence
_O indGGf (_ | Gf)tind
G
Gf ?#=?#~ .
Since #~ # Ch(G), ?#~ is a factorial representation of the separable C*-algebra
C*(G). Now, the kernel of a factorial representation of any separable
C*-algebra is a primitive ideal [11, 3.9.1 and 5.7.6]. Prim(C*(G)) being a
T1 space, we conclude that
?#~ t_O indGH \.
This completes the proof of the lemma for countable G.
We now drop the assumption that G be countable. Of course, it suffices
to show that for every finitely generated subgroup F of G, (indGH \) | FoF .
Now, given any countable subset M of G, there exists a countable sub-
group A of G such that MA and A & Gf=Af (Lemma 1.1). Clearly, A is
FC-hypercentral, and
(H & A) & AfH & Gf=[e].
Since the lemma has already been established for A, we get that
(indGH \) | Ao ind
A
H & A(\ | H & A)oA ,
as required. K
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Theorem 4.2. Let G be an FC-hypercentral discrete group. Let . # Tr(G)
be such that |.| 2=|.|. Then the following two conditions are equivalent.
(i) . vanishes outside of Gf .
(ii) ?. has the Frobenius property (FP2).
Proof. To show (i) O (ii), let =. | Gf . Then . is the trivial extension
of  and
?.=indGGf ? tind
G
Gf (?. | Gf).
Lemma 1.1 of [26] yields that ? satisfies (FP2).
The proof of (ii) O (i) is much more intricate. Let
K=L(.)=[x # G : |.(x)|=1],
so that . vanishes outside of K. We have to show that K is contained
in Gf . Suppose there exists x # K such that x  Gf . We now distinguish
three cases.
First assume that x has infinite order modulo Gf , and let H=(x) ,
the subgroup of G generated by x. Then H & Gf=[e] and hence, by
Lemma 4.1, indGH /tG for every character / of H. From (FP2) we get that
?. | HoH . However, ?. | Ht?. | H , a 1-dimensional representation. This
is a contradiction.
Suppose next that x has infinite order, but xGf has finite order in GGf .
Let m # N be minimal such that xm # Gf and set
H=(x) , D=(xm) and E=CG(xm),
the centralizer of xm in G. Then DHE and E has finite index in G. We
claim that
HD & (ED)f=[D].
If not, there exists some 1 jm&1 such that x j has a finite conjugacy
class modulo D. Let
F=[y # E : [ y, x j] # D],
the pullback of the centralizer of x jD in ED. Then HFE and F has
finite index in E. Now, for each y # F, since [ y, x j] # DZ(F ),
[ y, x j]m=[ y, xjm]=[ y, xm] j=e.
As D=(xm) is infinite cyclic we must have [ y, x j]=e for all y # F. Since
F has finite index in G, it follows that x j # Gf , contradicting the minimality
of m. This establishes the claim.
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By Lemma 4.1 again, for each / # HD@ ,
indEDHD /oED@ o1ED .
With q : E  ED the quotient homomorphism, we get
indEH (/ b q)=(ind
ED
HD) b qo1E
and hence
1G O indGE 1EO ind
G
E (ind
E
H (/ b q))=ind
G
H (/ b q).
Since forming tensor products preserves weak containment [16] and
employing the well-known formula for tensoring with an induced represen-
tation (see [17]), we obtain that
?.=?. 1GO?.  indGH (/ b q)=ind
G
H (?. | H (/ b q))
for every / # HD@ . (FP2) now implies that
?. | Ho?. | H (/ b q)
and hence . | H=. | H } (/ b q) for every / # HD@ . This contradicts the fact
that H{D.
The remaining case is that x has finite order. As before let m # N be
minimal so that xm # Gf . Let N be the normal subgroup of G generated by
xm , and let H the subgroup of G generated by x and N. Then
H= .
m&1
j=1
x jN and H & Gf=N.
Moreover, N is finite since the conjugacy class of xm is finite and, by the
Dietzmann lemma, in any FC-group finitely many elements of finite order
generate a finite subgroup. Now, finiteness of N implies that (GN)f=GfN.
Thus
HN & (GN)f=[N],
and hence by Lemma 4.1, for every / # HN@ ,
indGNHN /oGN@ .
Proceeding now as in the previous case leads to a contradiction. K
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5. A BOCHNER THEOREM FOR TRACES ON
COMPLETE NILPOTENT GROUPS
Before describing our main theorem of this section, we outline the
Kirillov theory of complete nilpotent discrete groups given in [8]. Let G
be a complete nilpotent discrete group; that is, one in which every equation
of the form xn=a (n # N and a # G) has a unique solution. Such groups
arise, for example, as groups of upper triangular matrices with 1’s on the
diagonal and rational entries. For the theory of complete nilpotent groups
we refer to [5, 28, 40].
For these groups it is possible to define a Lie algebra as follows (see [5]
and [29]). Let Q(G) denote the rational group algebra. Its elements are
formal sums x # G :xx where the sum has finitely many non-zero terms
and :x # Q for all x # G. The augmentation ideal Aug(G) comprises those
elements of Q(G) for which x # G :x=0. A theorem of Jennings and
Lazard (see [5]) states that
,
n
Aug(G)n=[0].
We can therefore define a vector space topology on Q(G) by making the
powers of the augmentation ideal a basis of neighbourhoods of zero. The
completion of Q(G) in this topology is denoted by Q(G)>.
For x # G write log x for the power series
log x=& :

n=1
(1&x)n
n
.
This converges in Q(G)>. The set g=log G is in this case a Q-vector sub-
space of Q(G)> and is a Lie algebra with the Lie bracket [X, Y]=
XY&YX. Moreover the map log from G to g is 1&1. Accordingly we
denote its inverse by exp. g is called the Lie algebra of G. This defines an
equivalence between the categories of Q&Lie algebras and complete
nilpotent groups. In particular every ideal in g corresponds under the
exponential map to a complete normal subgroup of G.
The adjoint action of G on g is given by
Ad(x) log y=log (x&1yx) for x, y # G.
Let g^ denote the dual of g when the latter is regarded as a discrete abelian
group. Denote by Ad* the co-adjoint action of G on g^ dual to the adjoint
action. Recall that an Ad*-quasi-orbit through f # g^ is the set of all charac-
ters f $ # g^ such that f $ # Ad*(G) f and f # Ad*(G) f $. We write O for the
space of Ad*-quasi-orbits in g^ with the quotient topology induced from g^.
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We now define the Kirillov map k : O  Ch(G). Fix f # g^ and define
ker f, t( f ) and z( f ) as follows:
ker f=[X # g : f (X)=1];
t( f )=largest ideal ker f ;
z( f )=[X # g : [X, Y] # t( f ) for all Y # g].
Then t( f )z( f ) & ker f, t( f ) and z( f ) are vector subspaces of g , z( f ) is
an ideal in g and z( f )t( f ) is the centre of gt( f ). In view of this, the
restriction f1 of f to z( f ) is a Lie algebra homomorphism and it is possible
to define a circle-valued group homomorphism /f of exp z( f ) by
/f (x)= f1(log x) for x # exp z( f ).
Since exp z( f ) is a normal subgroup of G,
.f (g)={0/f (x)
for x  exp z( f )
for x # exp z( f )
defines a trace on the group G. The pullback of the centre of Gker /f to
G is exp z( f ), so that .f is in fact in Ch(G). This describes the method of
[8] for associating with each f # g^ a character .f of G. One can show that
.f depends only on the quasi-orbit in g^ to which f belongs. The following
theorem, proved in [8], summarizes our discussion.
Theorem 5.1 [8]. Let G be a complete nilpotent discrete group and
g its Lie algebra as described above. Then the map f  .f defines a homeo-
morphism between the quasi-orbit space of g^ under the co-adjoint action and
Ch(G) with the hull-kernel topology inherited from Prim(C*(G)).
We note that in view of Theorem 3.3 of this paper the hull-kernel
topology may be replaced by the facial topology in this theorem.
We need to recall some further concepts from [8]. D( f ) is the pullback
of the centralizer of Z2(Gexp t( f )). By [8, Lemma 4] D( f ) is a normal
subgroup of G, GD( f ) is abelian and D( f )exp t( f ) is of lower nilpotence
class than Gexp t( f ). Moreover, D( f ) is divisible since D( f )exp t( f ) and
exp t( f ) are divisible [8, p. 126], hence complete.
All the assignments f  t( f ), z( f ) and D( f ) are constant on quasi-orbits
so we introduce the notation t(o), z(o), D(o). Let d(o)=log D(o).
The main step in establishing a Bochner theorem for traces is to show
that there is a unique Ad*(G)-invariant probability measure on the quasi-
orbit of of f # g^ and to describe it. To achieve this we need the following
lemma.
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Lemma 5.2. Suppose + is an Ad*(G)-invariant probability measure on of
and define  : G  C by (x)=of g(log x) d+(g). Then
(x)=(yxy&1) and (xz)=(x) (z)
for all x, y # G and z # Z( f ). Moreover, (x)=0 for every x # Z2( f )"Z( f ).
If, in addition,  is positive definite then =.f .
Proof. For all x, y # G we have
(yxy&1)=|
of
g(log(yxy&1)) d+(g)
=|
of
(Ad*(y) g)(log x) d+(g)
=|
of
g(log x) d+(g)=(x).
Let x=exp X # G and z=exp Z # Z(). Then, since Z(g)=Z( f ) for all
g # of and [g, Z]t(g)ker g, the BakerCampbellHausdorff formula
gives
g(log(xz))= g(log(exp(X+Z+ 12 [X, Z]+ } } } )))
=g(X ) g(Z) g( 12[X, Z]+ } } } )= g(X) g(Z)
for all g # of and hence, since g | z( f )= f | z( f ),
(xz)=|
of
g(log(xz)) d+(g)=|
of
g(log x) g(log z) d+(g)
= f (log z) |
of
g(log x) d+(g)=(z) (x).
Now, let x # Z2( f )"Z( f ). By the preceding formula, for each y # G,
(x)=(yxy&1)=([y, x] } x)=([y, x]) (x).
Let K=exp(ker f & z( f )), so that Z(GK)=Z( f )K by [8, Lemma 3.2].
Thus for some y # G, [y, x]  K and hence
([y, x])= f (log[y, x]){1.
This proves (x)=0.
Finally, suppose that  is positive definite. Since GK is divisible its
ascending central series coincides with its FC-series. As we already know
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that  vanishes on Z2( f )"Z( f )=Z2(GK)"Z(GK), Lemma 1.2 applies
and shows that (x)=0 for all x  Z( f ). This proves that =.f . K
Theorem 5.3. Let G be a countable complete nilpotent discrete group
and g its Lie algebra. For every f # g^ there is a unique Ad*(G)-invariant
probability measure +f on the quasi-orbit of=Ad*(G) f. Its inverse Fourier
transform equals .f b exp , that is, for all X # g
|
of
g(X) d+f (g)=.f (exp X ).
Proof. First note that by the fixed point theorem for amenable groups
(see [31, Theorem 1.14]) there is at least one Ad*(G)-invariant probability
measure on each quasi-orbit.
We assume the statement of the theorem to be true for all complete
nilpotent groups of lower nilpotence class than G.
Let + be an Ad*(G)-invariant probability measure on o=of . Let
r : g^  d(o)@ be the restriction map and r(+) the image of + under r. Then
r(+) is an Ad*(G)-invariant probability measure on
r(o)=Ad*(G)( f | d(o)).
We write D=D(o). Since G is countable, r(+) decomposes into Ad*(D)-
ergodic probability measures, and each such ergodic measure is concen-
trated on some D-quasi-orbit [14]. Thus
r(+)=|
4
&* d|(*),
where &* is an Ad*(D)-ergodic probability measure on Ad*(D)h* , h* # r(o).
By the induction hypothesis, &* has to be the unique Ad*(D)-invariant
probability measure +h* on Ad*(D)h*, and for +h* we have
|
Ad*(D)h*
h(log x) d+h*(h)=.h*(x)
for all x # D. In particular, the function \ : D  C, defined by
\(x)=|
r(o)
h(log x) dr(+)(h)=|
4 \|Ad*(D)h* h(log x) d+h*(h)+ d|(*)
is a positive definite function on D.
Now + can be written as an integral +=r(o) _h dr(+)(h), where _h is a
measure on r&1(h) and the _h are r(+)-almost everywhere uniquely
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determined. By [8, Lemma 3.5] for every g # r&1(h) we have r&1(h)=
g } (gd( f ))7.
Let C( f ) denote the pullback of Z2(Gexp t(G)). Then by definition of
D( f ), every h # d( f )@ is Ad*(C( f ))-invariant. Hence Ad*(C( f )) maps each
fibre r&1(h) onto itself. Using this and the invariance of + we see that the
measure _h is Ad*(C( f ))-invariant. As G is countable, Ad*(y) _h=_h for
all y # C( f ), for r(+)-almost all h.
Now, by the calculations in the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [8],
Ad*(C( f )) g= g(gd( f ))7
for every g # g^, and for each g # of , x # G and y # C( f ),
Ad*(y) g(log x)= g(log x) g(log[x, y]).
The function x  g(log[x, y]) is a character of gd( f ) depending only on
f | d( f ). The set of all these characters forms a dense subgroup of
(gd( f ))7. As a result, the measure _h on (gd( f ))7, h= g | d( f ), is
invariant under multiplication by elements from (gd( f ))7. In other words,
it is Haar measure on (gd( f ))7 shifted to the coset g(gd( f ))7.
Finally, consider the function
 : x  |
of
g(log x) d+(g)=|
r(of ) \|r&1(h) g(log x) d_h(g)+ dr(+)(h)
on G. For g # r&1(h), the inner integral equals
|
(gd( f ))7
(gl )(log x) dl= g(log x) |
(gd( f ))7
l(log x) dl.
Therefore, for x #% D( f ), r(+)-almost all the inner integrals are zero. Thus 
is the trivial extension of \ on D( f ) to all of G. Since \ was positive
definite, so is . Now Lemma 5.2 applies and yields
|
of
g(log x) d+(g)=.f (x)
for all x # G.
An easy application of the Stone-Weierstra? theorem shows that + is
unique. Since we started with an arbitrary Ad*(G)-invariant probability
measure on of the theorem is proved. K
Now it is not difficult to deduce from Theorem 5.3 the following
Bochner-type theorem.
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Theorem 5.4. Let G be a countable complete nilpotent discrete group
and g its Lie algebra. A function  : G  C belongs to Tr(G) if and only if
 b exp=+^ for some Ad*(G)-invariant probability measure + on g^.
Proof. Let  # Tr(G) be given. By employing the Kirillov map g^Ad* 
Ch(G) and Choquet decomposition, we can find a probability measure _
on g^Ad* such that, for all x # G,
(x)=|
g^Ad*
.o(x) d_(o).
By Theorem 5.3,
(x)=|
g^Ad* \|o g(log x) d+o(g)+ d_(o).
Now += g^Ad* +o d_(o) is an Ad*(G)-invariant probability measure on g^
with the desired property.
Conversely, let + be an Ad*(G)-invariant probability measure on g^. Then
+ decomposes into ergodic invariant measures, and each such ergodic
measure is concentrated on some quasi-orbit. By Theorem 5.3 there is only
one Ad*(G)-invariant probability measure +o on o. Therefore + can be
written as += g^Ad* +o d_(o), and hence
x  |
g^
g(log x) d+(g)=|
g^Ad* \|o g(log x) d+o(g)+ d_(o)
defines a trace on G because every inner integral does. K
We now indicate how these results can be extended to general divisible
nilpotent groups. As in [8] we exploit the following result of Kova cs.
Lemma 5.5. Let G be a countable divisible nilpotent group. Then there is
a countable complete nilpotent group H and a central subgroup N of H such
that G$HN.
We refer to H as a complete covering group of G. Now let h be the Lie
algebra of H. We define f # h to be N-integral whenever f | log N#1. Then,
as in [8], one has that Ch(G) is homeomorphic to the quasi-orbit space of
N-integral characters of h. It is a straightforward matter to obtain the
following consequences of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4.
Corollary 5.6. Let G be a countable divisible nilpotent discrete group
and h the Lie algebra of a divisible covering group H of G, with G$HN.
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For every N-integral character f # h there is a unique Ad*(H)-invariant prob-
ability measure +f on the quasi-orbit of=Ad*(H) f. Its (inverse) Fourier
transform equals .f b exp, that is, for all X # h,
|
of
h(X ) d+f (h)=.f ((exp X ) N).
Let q denote the quotient map from H to G with kernel N. We write h N
for the closed subgroup of h comprising the N-integral characters.
Corollary 5.7. A function  : G  C belongs to Tr(G) if and only if
 b q b exp =+^ for some Ad*(H)-invariant probability measure + on h N .
6. A REMARK ON THE PLANCHEREL FORMULA
Recently several authors have given Plancherel formulae for special
classes of discrete nilpotent groups (see [8, Theorem 2], [9, Theorem 4]
and [32, Theorem 3.6]), apparently being unaware of Thoma’s Plancherel
formula for general discrete groups [39]. We take the opportunity to show
that in fact they can all be derived from the latter.
Let G be a discrete group and let + be the Choquet boundary measure
on Tr(G) decomposing $e , the regular character of G. By [39, Satz 4] the
support of + is the subset Ch
t
G(Gf) of Tr(G), the set of trivial extensions  ,
where  # ChG(Gf). Thus, denoting by & the inverse image of + under the
mapping    from ChG(Gf) onto Ch
t
G(Gf), we have
$e(x)=|t
ChG(Gf )
.(x) d+(.)=|
ChG(Gf )
 (x) d&()
for all x # G. As mentioned earlier, in the non-countable case it may
happen that Ch
t
G(Gf) & Ch(G)=<. However, if G is countable then
Ch
t
G(Gf) & Ch(G) is a G$-set and +(Ch
t
G(Gf) & Ch(G))=1 (see [1] and
[38]). In all three of the above papers the authors have been interested in
showing that &-almost all  are faithful. The question of when this is true
can be completely answered as follows.
Proposition 6.1. Let G be a discrete group with countable finite con-
jugacy class subgroup Gf . Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) &-almost all  # ChG(Gf) are faithful.
(ii) Gf is torsion-free.
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Proof. (i) O (ii) Suppose that Gf has a non-trivial element of finite
order. Since in an FC-group finitely many elements of finite order generate
a finite subgroup, there exists a non-trivial finite normal subgroup N of G
contained in Gf . With q : G  GN the quotient map,
V=[ # ChG(Gf) :  | N#1]=ChGN(Gf N) b q
is a non-empty open subset of ChG(Gf), so that &(V )>0. But no  # V is
faithful.
To prove (ii) O (i) notice first that every torsion-free FC group is abelian
[35, Theorem 4.32]. Let * denote normalized Haar measure on the
compact abelian Gf@ . Define a mapping
s : Gf@  ChG(Gf), /  s(/)
by setting, for x # Gf ,
s(/)(x)=[G : C(x)]&1 } :
a # R
(axa&1),
where R is a coset representative system for the centralizer C(x) of x in G.
The mapping s is continuous and surjective and for every / # Gf@ , s&1(s(/))
equals the closure of the G-orbit of / in Gf@ [30, Theorem 5.8 and Proposi-
tion 5.9]. The measure & is the image of * under s.
Now, for x # Gf , x{e, let
1x=[ # ChG(Gf) : (x)=1] and 2x=[/ # Gf@ : /(x)=1].
2x is a closed subgroup of Gf@ and  # 1x implies s&1()2x . Thus
*(2x)>0 whenever &(1x)>0. However, since Gf is torsion-free, none of the
sets 2x can be of positive Haar measure (compare the proof of Proposition
2.3 of [8]). Since Gf is countable, it follows that e{x # Gf 1x has measure
zero. Equivalently, &-almost all  # ChG(Gf) are faithful. K
Corollary 6.2. Let G be a countable nilpotent group. Then the
Plancherel measure is carried by the set of faithful characters if and only if
G is torsion-free.
Proof. The statement follows from Proposition 6.1 and the fact that a
nilpotent group is torsion-free whenever its centre is torsion-free [40,
Corollary 2.2]. K
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